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Attention Current Ebook Authors & Aspiring Ebook Authors. . . . . "You Spoke...We Listened..."

"Introducing 5 New, And Improved 'White Paper' Style EZ Ebook Templates" "Make Your Ebooks Look

Stunning And Professional With 5 Brand New 'Perfect For White Paper PDF Ebooks' EZ Ebook

Templates" Guess What. . . .There Even EZ-ier To Use Now! From the desk of : Your Name Here Date:

Sunday, August 31, 2008 Okay, here's the "buzz".... There's been some feedback about the EZ Ebook

Templates Packages lately from them storming across the marketplace like a wild beast. People are

loving them. In fact, they've been coined "the next trend" by some. And we couldn't be more thrilled about

it! But, and you knew that was coming didn't you, there's been a tiny little back-lash regarding the

designs. There's just something about adding waaaaaay too much color that makes the designs, well,

less desirable to a few folks. So, we came up with the perfect solution.... Creating a package with nothing

but "white paper" style designs sticking to black and white shades only. And, we came up with 5 of them.

All different. All perfectly designed for those that want a little less color and a little more focus on styled

layouts. If You Are Someone That Wishes They Had More 'White Paper' Ebook Template Designs, Then

This Package Has You In Mind In fact, we took this "too much color" idea, and even incorporated it into

the new graphics for this selling this package too. Just take a look around at this page. Plenty of white

with very light, pastel colors. Very pretty. And, we think, just as professional as the more colorful versions

found about the Internet. Stop Working Your Hind End Off To Make Your 'White Paper' Ebooks Look

Good When You Can Just Load Up A Fresh, Pre-Formatted OpenOffice Writer Ebook Template! Uh Oh!

You've never heard of OpenOffice Writer before? What??! You're kidding me, right? No? Okay, then let

me tell you. . . . . If You Can Use Microsoft Word, Then You Can Most Definitely Use OpenOffice Writer!

Plus, it's a FREE solution to MS Word. Okay. Fine. But, what if you don't even know what either of the
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two previously mentioned programs are? What if you've been simply using Notepad to write up your

content? Can I ask you a serious question? WHY??!!! You can do so much more with OpenOffice Writer

than a simple text tool it's mind blowing. Really! If you DON'T have OpenOffice Writer installed on your

system, then we have to STOP RIGHT NOW and get you downloading a copy immediately. ( You'll thank

me for it later ) So, before you even finish reading this page, I want you to get your tail on over to

OpenOfficeand get to downloading their suite of tools. Are you still here?? Go do it. Don't worry, I'll wait. .

. . . Right here in the background. . . . . All done? Great! Now, why did I make you leave this page to go

download OpenOffice Writer? ( this question only applies to those reading this page that didn't already

have OpenOffice Writer _ ) Because without it, you cannot use the ebook templates inside EZ Ebook

Templates Package. Plus, it didn't cost you anything but a few extra minutes. ( see? ) All right, on with the

show. . . . If you're just now discovering EZ Ebook Templates Packages, I'll briefly explain to you what

they are, what they do, and how they can help you reduce your work load as an ebook author . . "What

Are EZ Ebook Templates?" EZ Ebook Templates are just what they sound like. They are ebook templates

specially formatted to work inside of OpenOffice Writer to create PDF ebooks with loads of style. EZ

Ebook Templates are hooked up with the latest styles and are easy to work with. Don't misunderstand the

use of the word "template". Other sites would have you believe that in order for something to truly be

called a template, then it must be in a template file format. EZ Ebook Templates are indeed templates,

they are just saved in the easiest type of format you can work with inside OpenOffice Writer. As .ODT

files. Don't let our competitors fool you. Every EZ Ebook Template IS, in fact, a TEMPLATE. It's just not

"official" to them because we decided to use a simple, "double click to open" file extension for our

templates instead of using the harder to load within the OOo Writer program "official template format".

The only drawback is you have to have OpenOffice Writer. But, the upside is that OpenOffice Writer is

100 free to download! You might be thinking. . . "Are they really that easy to use?" We think so. And many

other people do too. What could be simpler than opening up one of our EZ Ebook Template .ODT files,

adding your own unique ebook content through the magic of "copy and paste", and hitting a "create PDF"

button without all the headaches of creating your own snazzy looking formats? Other than me coming to

your house and doing it for you, nothing! "What Do EZ Ebook Templates Do, Or, How Do They Work

Exactly?" EZ Ebook Templates give you the opportunity to create PDF ebooks that look completely

professional. But without all the head pounding hours of work. Especially with this "please almost



everybody 'white paper' layout designs" package. To use them, all you need to do is open up one of the

specially designed .ODT files inside OpenOffice Writer and add your content. You can make changes to

the text colors, the fonts, the line spacing, the backgrounds, anything you can think of, or know how to do.

If you can use OpenOffice Writer, then you can use EZ Ebook Templates. Once you discover how truly

easy it is, you will never go back to the amature looking PDF ebooks again. "How Can EZ Ebook

Templates Help Me And My Online Business?" Hiring someone to create a custom ebook template for

you can be extremely costly. But doing it yourself can suck up huge chunks of your time. Then you're left

figuring out which is more important to you, your time, or your money? When you pick up a copy of EZ

Ebook Templates, you'll never have to pay someone to generate a custom ebook template for you since

you'll have plenty of colors to choose from in any EZ Ebook Template Package. You pay once and have

the ebook templates to use over and over again anytime you need, or want one without taking up chunks

of your precious time. EZ Ebook Templates will save you precious time and money. "What's So Special

About This EZ Ebook Template Package Then?" Frankly, I'm glad you asked. But, rather than just tell

you, let me show you what makes EZ Ebook Template Packages so special. Let me give you a quick

example of what your ebooks could look like if you used just one of these stunning OpenOffice Writer

templates for your next project. . . . First. . . Here's what a normal, non formatted PDF ebook made in

OpenOffice Writer looks like: (Hint: That's also what a normal, non spruced up Microsoft Word ebook

looks like too! -- Maybe yours looks even worse than that -- If that's the case, then you really need this

package!!) This time around, we're not going to focus on using color to spruce up your ebook layouts.

Nope. Instead, this EZ Ebook Template Package makes your content the main focal point of your PDF

ebooks and special reports. And that will make everyone happy! Ready To Take A Gander At What's

Inside? Then feast your eyes on this : See the difference? Now, we've added a little bit of grays, whites,

and blacks with a smokin' hot ecover graphic. That's a huge difference from the boring old PDF document

first shown. Don't you think? Pretty Cool, right? Hold on to your keyboard, 'cuz I got more to show ya. . .

Was that a fully linked Table of Contents?? Yup. And, in true 'white paper' style to boot. You get one of

those in every EZ Ebook Template design! How's about some more? All righty. . . "I get the actual chapter

pages too?!" Yup. You get those too. In every EZ Ebook Template design. Are you impressed yet? No?

Man, you're tougher than I thought! Okay, here's even more 'cucumber cool' samples of ebook templates

included inside this EZ Ebook Package...All In 'White Paper' Style : ( to really appreciate these templates,



you have to see them full scale, not at 75 scaled size and optimized, like they're shown in this web page )

Finally, you can own an EZ Ebook Template Package that gives you 5 beautifully simplistic 'white page'

layout designs. But, even if you want to add some color, you can! Because every single EZ Ebook

Template comes with it's very own .PSD Photoshop file with all the color overlay effects already in place.

Imagine it. In just a few simple clicks, you could change your gray templates into eye-popping colorful

ones in mere seconds. EZ Ebook templates truly is the most exciting package of ebook templates you will

ever download . . . . Anywhere. That's why we say. . . . . EZ Ebook Template Package Is The One

Product You Need To Start Stylizing Your Yucky 'White Paper' Ebooks Into More Stylized Works Of Art. .

. Without All The Hard Work! "Yeah, But I Can Buy The 'Other Guy's' Package For A Whole Lot Less And

Get A Whole Lot More Designs...Why Bother Buying Yours???" Of course there are other ebook template

packages out there that have hundreds of designs. Let me ask you a serious question.... What are the

chances that you will actually use all those designs...EVER?? Why not just get a package that doesn't

over-complicate things and provides you with stunningly beautiful and simplistic designs?! And, Always

Remember... quantity doesn't always win over quality. You definitely get what you pay for. And that's what

you'll be getting when you download your copy of EZ Ebook Template Package #6 today. Full on quality

(worth the cost) in every EZ Ebook Template design you ever download. So, if you're an ebook author, or

have access to any Private Label Rights products, and you really want to take your ebook designs from

2nd grader status up to the head of graduating class, then EZ Ebook Templates is the package for YOU!

If you don't believe what I just said, then you had better go back up and look over the ebook template

design samples right now! But, if you need just a wee bit more convincing before you decide, then read

this next section very carefully... EZ Ebook Template Package Can Help You. . . Create Colorful PDF

Ebooks That Look Terrific & Professional In Less Time And With Less Work Include Actual Linked "Table

of Contents" Menus Within Your PDF Ebooks Have Pre-Formatted .ODT Templates You Can Utilize To

Generate Your Own Unique Works Day Or Night And Do It All In Less Time Than Trying To Come Up

With New Designs All On Your Own -- Or Hiring A Professional To Do It For You! What more could you

possibly want? Okay, okay. I'll throw in another "on the house" bonus for you. But only if you act now. . . .

You Will Also Receive Full Master Resale Rights To This Entire Collection You read the above correctly. I

will throw in Full Master Resale Rights to the EZ Ebook Template Package, all 5 Bonus "Quick Start"

Videos, a copy of this very sales page, including all graphics, and a copy of the pre-designed 'thank you'



page when you download your copy today. This is a $127 value all on its own! To Quickly Recap, Here's

What You'll Receive Today When You Decide To Download Your EZ Ebook Template Package. . . . 5

Pre-Formatted .ODT Ebook Templates In A Variety Of 'White Paper' Styles For Use In OpenOffice

Writer(exclusively) All Graphics In Both .PSD and .JPG Format That Are Used Inside The Ebook

Template Designs 5 Extra Blank Ecover Graphics For Each Template That Includes The "Flat" Image

.PSD File For Compiling Your Own Ecovers Full Master Resale Rights To The Entire EZ Ebook Template

Package 1 Sales Page, 1 Thank You Page, And All Necessary Graphics For Reselling Do I Get Some

Super Fabulous Bonuses Or What?! Hey, if you need some type of extra-super-hyped-up-exclusive

'bonus' collection of crappy products to justify your purchase today, forget it! This package is worth much

more than the price I am offering it at. I want you to take a look at just one "professional" ebook template

designing company's web page....Pay close attention to the prices listed there.... See One Of My

Competitors & Their Pricing Set Up Can you believe what you just saw?? They are really charging $99 for

just ONE design!! Yes, that is NO misprint or mistake. Of course the designs are beautiful and the

company has every right to charge that much for their templates ( by the way I might add they are not

designing for OpenOffice ). And of course you will see that they also specialize in brochure and

newsletter type layouts. NO EBOOK TEMPLATES AT ALL!!! Such a shame :-( Bad for them, but GOOD

for YOU since you've found this invaluable resource!! Inside EZ Ebook Template Package #7, you're

getting 5 different 'white paper' ebook template designs for less than the cost of ONE template on my

competitors site. You get everything listed on this page to turn you in to a PDF ebook design pro with very

little effort. And, without the need to keep paying an actual 'pro' to do this for you over and over again. I

guess you could consider that a bonus, right? Okay, I'm Sold! How Much Will This Outstanding Ebook

Template Package Cost Me? And just how much is it? Well, I'll tell you how much it isn't! It isn't $97. It

isn't $77. It isn't $47, although this would be a fair price. All you'll pay, and it's a one time only fee, is just

$27. That's right, for everything mentioned above, including Master Resale Rights, it will only cost you a

one time $27. And, since this is a digital product, you can download this collection, and all the sales

materials, immediately after your payment is made through our secure server set up. ( It's through

PayPal, so you know your personal information is safe 100. ) So, How Much Time & Money Do YOU

Want to Save on Your Next Ebook Project? How much of your own time and money do you want to save

to put towards other projects by cutting out all the headaches of coming up with your own designs from



scratch?! Or, a better question is . . . . How much is offering a solution to hoards of people searching

wildly for any OpenOffice Writer ebook templates worth to you? Let alone those of the high quality offered

here? If you want to waste more time trying to find even one other collection of these types of ebook

templates, go ahead and be my guest. But, I can bet that after hours of fruitless searching, you'll find your

way back here again. Why go through all that and waste even more of your valuable time, and sanity,

looking for another solution when there's already one right here for you to take advantage of??? Time is

ticking, don't waste any more of it wondering if you should download this one-of-a-kind package. You

already know the answer. Go ahead and make the decision to work smarter, and stop working harder for

goodness sake!
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